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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose the use of schemata bandits for
optimization. This technique is a subclass of hierarchical
bandits where the bandits are schemata. We investigate its
use on a benchmark of binary combinatorial optimization
problems, the Maximum Satisfiability (MAXSAT) problem.
We compare performance with hierarchical Bayesian Opti-
mization Algorithms (hBOAs) namely GSAT and WALK-
SAT. Results suggest that using a bandit strategy enhances
solver performance.

CCS Concepts
•Computing methodologies→ Sequential decision mak-
ing; •Mathematics of computing → Optimization with
randomized search heuristics;

Keywords
Random search; Schemata bandits; MAXSAT; hBOAs

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The K-Armed Bandit

The Multi Armed Bandit (MAB) is an experiment with
an aim of accumulating rewards from a pay-off distribution
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with unknown parameters, characterized by a reward func-
tion of a finite set of actions that are to be learned sequen-
tially. At each stage of the stochastic process, a decision
must be made on which of K arms to observe next [5, 6].
The experimenter decides between exploiting an arm that
seems to be optimal and exploring whether other optimal
arms exist, hence the exploitation/exploration trade-off. Ac-
tion selection policies are used to balance this trade-off, with
the aim of minimizing regret (the cost of playing an arm in
place of the optimal).

1.2 The Monte Carlo Tree Search

Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) seeks to optimize a
problem domain by sampling from a decision space and con-
structing a search tree based on the results. Decision net-
works are constructed using a tree policy that provides a
balance between exploration of nodes that have not been
sampled and exploitation of nodes which appear to be op-
timal. Using previous exploration values, MCTS progres-
sively builds other partial trees then provides estimates of
alternate actions, with the accuracy increasing as the tree
is built. This continues until the nodes can be expanded no
more. The optimal action is then returned [2, 1].

2. ALGORITHMS

2.1 GAs

In genetic algorithms (GAs), a population is randomly
generated from a candidate group of individuals. An evalu-
ation is made based on fitness to select two parents, who
reproduce by a crossover process to give an offspring. Ran-
dom mutation ensures diversity and keeps duplication at
minimal. This process continues until an optimum solution
has been achieved, or until a given generation depth has
been attained.

2.2 hBOAs

In hierarchical Bayesian Optimization Algorithms (hBOAs),
the deterministic hill climber (DHC) evaluates the literal
that improves the current solution until no further change is
possible, a process known as GSAT. WalkSAT is a technique
that enhances GSAT by incorporating random changes. Both
GAs and hBOAs are based on selection and recombination,
but GAs could not as efficiently solve MAXSAT problems.



Table 1: Percent Satisfaction for 50 trials
App. Q=1.6 Q=2.67 Q=3.01 Q=4.36 Q=4.41
sch.b 0.93750 0.90625 0.90365 0.92661 0.91383
rnd.s 0.93750 0.93125 0.90365 0.91284 0.90249
bdt.s 0.95000 0.93125 0.84053 0.94954 0.85488
GST 0.93750 0.91875 0.91694 0.92202 0.90930
WST 0.95000 0.91875 0.91694 0.92202 0.90476

2.3 Schema Bandits

Schema Bandits may be considered as hierarchical bandits
whose arms are schemas. The focus is an `− dimensional
hypercube search space B` where ` is the length of the bit-
string and B = {0, 1}. The search space H ∈ (0, 1, ∗) is a
hypercube subspace of B, with ∗ as a ’don’t care’ symbol.
The procedure entails: Selection, where a schemata selec-
tion policy is recursively applied until the most promising
non terminal node is arrived at; Expansion, where one or
more child nodes are added: Simulation from the new node
using a default policy; and Back-propagation of the outcome
through the selected nodes to update their statistics. The
most general schema [∗ ∗ ∗...∗] is the root, and specificity
increases with the number of ∗s replaced [3].

3. THE MAXSAT PROBLEM

MAXSAT seeks the total number of clauses that can be si-
multaneously satisfied from the set of all satisfiable Conjunc-
tive Normal Form (CNF) expressions. Approaches that have
been applied before include the satisfiability based approach,
which decomposes each MAXSAT into multiple SAT prob-
lems and uses a SAT solver on each to obtain the actual so-
lution. BnB utilizes a depth first branch and bound search
in the space of possible assignments and uses an evaluation
function at each search node to determine if there is a prun-
ing opportunity [4]. The task is to determine whether a
formula has a satisfying truth assignment.

4. EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON

We considered 3−CNF benchmark instances from SATLIB
library, performed experiments for the Schemata search al-
gorithm sch.s and compared the results with those of a ran-
dom search strategy rnd.s, a UCB1 based algorithm bdt.s,
and hierarchical Bayesian Optimization Algorithms GSAT
and WALKSAT. We utilized two main performance mea-
sures, namely Regret given the most optimum strategy, and
the Number of trials before the optimum is attained.

5. RESULTS

The results are classified under Q, the ratio of the num-
ber of clauses to the number of variables. We determined
the number of trials made before the optimum as shown in
Table 1 for a budget of N trials. For N = 50, the most
promising result for sch.s was at Q = 1.6, where a single
trial was needed to find the optimum. At Q = 4.41, the
most optimum value was observed with sch.s . The relative
performance for Q = 2.67 is shown in Figure 1 , where sch.s
is observed to have the least cumulative regret. The same
performance was observed for Q = 3.01. The bandit based
strategy gave the most optimum value at Q = 1.6, but with
44 trials of the budgeted N = 50 trials.

Figure 1: Algorithm comparison for 50 trials

6. CONCLUSIONS

Preliminary tests on benchmark MAXSAT instances show
that the Schemata bandits technique indeed performs com-
petitively as compared with the hBOAs GSAT and WALK-
SAT. The performance of the bandit based algorithm bdt.s
puts into perspective the fact that hybridizing solvers for bi-
nary combinatorial problems with MAB strategies improves
their performance.
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